Visualization of basal cell carcinoma by fluorescence diagnosis and independent component analysis.
Photodynamic detection (PDD) of skin tumours is based on the visualization of a fluorophores, with the ability to accumulate in tumour tissue, by the use of fluorescence imaging. Of particular importance is the application of δ-5-aminolaevulinic acid (ALA) that, through the process of biosynthesis causes formation of the protoporphyrin IX (PpIX). The PpIX has the ability of selective fluorescence after basal cell carcinoma (BCC) has been treated with ALA. Higher concentration of PpIX in tumour tissue compared to surrounding normal skin is the basis for PDD. Our contribution in this preliminary study is application of the independent component analysis (ICA) to extract the BCC spatial map, by processing fluorescent RGB image acquired under excitation with 405nm light. Comparative performance analysis with other two widely used image processing methods: ratio imaging and optimal threshold based imaging, reveals that ICA produces BCC spatial map that is most consistent in term of diagnostic quality by both visual assessment and calculation of the BCC demarcation line. We believe this represents a solid basis for the design of a compact and low-cost multi-spectral fluorescence imaging system, capable for real time calculation of the skin tumour demarcation.